
Yoahtl-Laconia Treaty
Yoahtl and Laconia have ended hostilities. The terms of the peace agreement are as follows:

Reparations:

Rhodesia:
A total sum of 16 diamond blocks and 16 emerald blocks shall be paid to Rhodesia for prot

damages, to be paid by the charged parties combined.
Charged To:

- Meat
- Falvyu (5-10% recommended)
- Bgbba (15% recommended)

Laconia:
A total sum of 3 stacks of diamond blocks and 1 stack of emerald blocks shall be paid to

Laconia for miscellaneous grief damages and reparations, to be paid by the Yoahtl government,
who may charge those involved.

Those Involved:
- Bgbba

- WackyAki
- 5point0
- gbrbgryn

- TheGameOfDeath
- Pengyuin
- Vexxy77
- lilyu

- Tarenaran
- jat_1

- Spacevolcano
- Nukinmouse01
- Quahtli_Mia

- Tigen
- Charlieseeese

- Auctorus
- BarcodeAccount

- Falyvu
- zoerb



Terms:

Laconia owns Axochitlan, Pumpkintown, Danville, Mt. Doom, K'lel (the Nether Island), the strip
of land near Mt. Doom from a previous claims map, and any structures in the waters
surrounding the area.

In addition, Goodsprings is sold to Laconia for 16 diamond blocks.

Yoahtlans may live in Goodsprings, Danville, Pumpkintown, and Axochitlan. Laconia may
revoke this right on a per-player basis, however, if that player intentionally causes significant
damages to Laconian players or property, as determined by Hallow. Laconia may allow other
locations at their discretion, with the same removal condition. Bgbba, Wacky_Aki, and
Quauhtli_Mia are disallowed rather than allowed by default due to warmongering. Players living
in or visiting Laconian territory need to follow its laws and jurisdiction.

In the case of any dispute between Yoahtlan and Laconian players in the area, any of the
involved members may call upon Hallow to solve it as they see fit.

No offensive military infrastructure intended to be used against the other party shall be
constructed in or near Goodsprings, Danville, Pumpkintown, or Axochitlan. If in doubt, a Hallow
official will determine the nature of the structure in question.

Access to the Great Overland Rail shall not be impeded, stopped, hindered, etc. by Laconia or
Yoahtl in the +,+. The Great Overland Rail shall not be expanded further into Laconian territory
without their permission, and shall not be removed where it already exists.

bgbba's reparations and pearl time will be handled separately in the interests of time and
separating bgbba from the negotiations. bgbba's sentence does not start until his reps in this
treaty are paid.

Falvyu will be released immediately.

This agreement overrides both previous agreements.

Both parties will begin creating a Non-Aggression Pact between them.

Signed,

Feathercrow�, Alcuaht� of Yoaht�

BuckyHD, Minister ofForeignAffairs andInfrastructure


